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Daylight Savings
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Effeetise nth, sundo n lit. c er) one
will either los., on,’ loor sleep or be
late all do long
It’s Daylight S..’. log’. This.
Big Knottier (or nhaerta is in charge of ilterMg people’s timetables> suggests
turning clocks back (Me I
!slow..
retiring Sunday.

Press Conference
A.s, President James Edwards has
tttttt 111 a press vionference today
at I p.m. in MS oft ii’.’ in the it "liege
Union. The purpose of the meeting
is "to clarif% the issues" of the present A.S. campaign, Edwards said.
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A.S. Candidates Come Togeiler
By RENEE BAYER
Daily Political Writer
AS. Presidential hopefuls, John
Men, Joanne Minsky, Bob Kelley,
Grady Robertson and Bill Langan explained their platforms and discussed
issues last night at an open forum in
the Dining Commons.
"This is probably the most apathetic
campaign this campus has ever seen,"
began Merz. "We have the power to get
this campus together and meet our
needs," he told the audience.
"We don’t have a voice in the curriculum and we’re playing games with
the faculty," declared Men.
Speaking on the housing problem he
said, "We live in a ghetto; we don’t
have to be a second class citizen." He
urges student negotiations with owners to lower rents.
Joanne Minsky stressed that ROTC
should be given a chance to bring its

N

standar:Is up and should be open to
everyone, "If they can’t bring their
standards up, it should be taken off
campus," she said.
"Pregnancy is practically in the epidemic stage now," she said, proposing
contraceptive and abortion counseling
In the health center. She also proposed
starting a credit union and having auto
insurance available on campus.
"The Placement Office isn’t really
doing anything," she said. ’They’re
short staffed and have never asked the
A.S. government for help."
"The most important thing is to have
an open campus," stated the next
presidential candidate Bob Kelley.
He urged students to vote for the
EOP referendum and reiterated that
his ticket would donate their executive scholarships to the EOP fund, if
elected.
Kelley also proposed lowering the

Presidential Candidates To Debate

A.S. Presidential candidates will engage in a debate Monday at 12:30
% p.m. In Morris Dailey Auditorlutn. The forum is sponsored by the campus
Peace and Freedom Party.
%
Katie Crawmer, member of the SOS Peace and Freedom Party, will
moderate the discussion.
Eiwh of the five annihilates will he allowed an opening statement. Then
questions from the audience will he fielded, with each candidate allowed
Sto respond to each question. The nominees will also make a short closing
s, statement.
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A NEW DIMENSION IN CAMPAIGNING?Grady
Robertson’s New Position" ticket brought a 60-foot
trailer onto Seventh Street yesterday as their proposed
"solution to the hou..ing p-oblem." Robertson and

t

P. t

treasurer candidate Bill Pedrick welcome students visiting the mobile unit. The trYler will remain on campus
for a week for students to view.

Seventh Street Campaign

RAM Petitions To Uproot ROTC
The Radical Action Movement
(RAM) is circulating a petition to have
ROTC "kicked off campus."
RAM spokesman Dan O’Neal said
yesterday, "We don’t really think we’re
going to kick ROTC off with petitions
but we’re going to try this method
first."
Copies of the petition are available
at RAM’s Seventh Street table.
RAM cosponsored a rally in support
of Bobby Seale yesterday along with
the Black Student Union (BSC) and
the Radical Audio Visual Experiment
(RAVEl.
Speakers at the Seventh Street rally
Included George Singh and Louis Segal
of the Venceremos Brigade: Earl
Braud, I3SU minister of information;
Richard Ferry, RAVE: and Jim Ransom, RAM.
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Singh and Segal explained to a crowd
of about 75 students that the Vencere-

mos Brigade is an organization whose
members are concerned with current
social problems. They spent several
months in Cuba last year, working in
the fields and touring the country.
"We learned what it’s like to live
in a Socialist country," Sigh said.
"Cuba is like the trite embodiment
of ’power to the people’" asserted
Segal.
’REVOLUTIONARY RHETORIC’
Firma’ issued a challenge to White
radicals to become more active "when
it counts."
"We’ve listened to the White radicals . .. who are very good at revolutionary rhetoric," Brand commented.
However, he said that whenever someone spills blood while standing up
against the system it is the blood of a
Black man.
He said many Blacks in America are
tired of "oppressive police tactics" and
they are ready to act if Black Panther

leader Scale is executed for what he
called a fraudulent murder conviction.
"If Bobby Seale is ripped off, we
intend to go to the streets. We can’t
get any justice by compromise," he
said.
’INHUMAN TREATMENT’
"We can no longer just sit down and
watch this government move on people
at will." he concluded.
Ferry then spoke briefly, criticizing
the hanAling of Scale’s trial in Chicago. He cited "inhuman" treatment
of Seale by authorities.
Ransom concluded the tally with a
plea to Whites not to "hide when the
going get’s rough"
He said, "When Bobby Seale was
chained and shackled you could have
heard a pin drop all across America.
"We must defend Bobby Seale because he belongs to all the people. The
lessons he has taught us don’t just
belong to Black people."
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Campus Auimeiny, FOP,
Trailer Top Campaign
The EOP, campus autonomy, and a
60-foot mobile unit were the prime
elements in Wednesday night’s A.S.
campaigning.
Bill Langan of the Renaissance ’70
ticket, told a predominantly coed audience at the Catholic Women’s Center
that he and his running mates, Jim
Self and Mike Buckley, would attempt
to return student autonomy by "working with the trustees."
"This could be done by working with
the trustees and impressing upon them
that the destructive actions of the few
radical groups is not in any way condoned by the majority of the student
body, that the student body as a whole
is responsible enough to govern itself," Langan said.
Bob Kelley of the Good Guys slate,
reiterated his plan to turn his scholarship money, if elected, over to the
EOP. The scholarship money of Kelley
and running mates Steve Burch and
Eric Wicklund would total $4,000.
The Good Guys’ campaign appearances included a Circle K meeting in
the College Union, Allen Hall, the
EOP office, and at Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.
John Merz, in an interview on radio
station KSJS Wednesday night
stressed: "The ’60s have set the issues,
and the ’70s will bring the solutions
to these issues.
He proposed a new day care center
for the children of SJS students and
members of the community. Merz also
called for the continuation of the EOP
program because of a need for more
minority students. "Without education,

the society will stagnate, wither, and
die," Men said.
The 60-foot mobile unit is parked on
Seventh Street, and is part of candidate Grady Robertson’s solutions to
the housing problem.
All the candidates, including Joanne
Minsky, participated in an open forum
Wednesday night, as previously reported.

prices in thi.: Spartan Shops an:
that college clubs should receive
coverage in the Spartan Daily.
1,1
He wants to estithl :sit at per. .
tutorial center on the East Slue so
-

Today is the last day for executhe
office candidates to submit ads to
the Spartan Daily mlvertising staff
Artists and examples of
In J12
ads will be made mailable. Any advertisement submitted after 2 p.m.
will mot is. accepted.
that if a student needs help, it can be
acquired at anytime.
"I don’t know how I’m going to follow that act, but I’m going to try,"
stated Grady Robertson following Kelley’s talk,
Robertson stated "AS. Council won’t
be the playpen it was thus year. If
council members aren’t good, we will
come right back to you (the students)
and throw them out," he added.
Robertson explained his proposal to
install trailers on South Campus and
Invited members of the audience to
visit one of the trailers parked on
Seventh Street.
"Let’s convert ROTC into an academic minor," he stated. "I don’t want
anything to do with a volunteer army,
an let’s keep ROTC here, hut let’s
change it," he added.
"People come first before football
and golfballs, Robertson said of athletics. He explained "We don’t have
enough money to spend some 40 per
cent on the athletic budget."
Speaking next, Langan said that the
Spartan Daily editor should be elected
by the student body, with the staff
offering three prospective choices.
He termed AS, council’s funding of
the athletes and not the coaches to the
NCAA championships a "rash act" that
didn’t serve any purpose but to "increase polarization."
The following question and answer
period brought debate on such issues
as AS. Council, ROTC, housing and
athletic support with only two of the
presidential candidates, Robertson and
Merz staying till the end of the two
hour forum.

Election Board Disqualifies
Prexy Hopeful, One Other
One A.S. presidential candidate and
one lower division A.S. Council candidate were disqualified at Tuesday’s
election board meeting.
Sally Nashelsky, presidential candidate, has been disqualified because site
is currently not a registered student
at SJS. Bob Rifler, acting president
of the election board, stated that according to the A.S. Constitution and
the election code, candidates must be
registered students.
Riner added that the vice president
of her slate may move up to the presidential position and appoint a new vice
presidential candidate or the slate may
drop out of the race.
Leonard Garcia, lower division council candidate, was disqualified because
his GPA from in incoming school was
below the required 2.0 (IPA.

The election board also approved a
request by "The New Position" executive slate to move a house trailer onto
Seventh Street to "show their position
on student housing."
The purpose of this, according to
Grady Robertson, A.S. presidential
candidate, is "to show substance behind
words."
The renting of the trailer will be
completely financed by the executive
slate themselves. Students will be able
to walk around and look through the
trailer.
The only stipulations set down by
the election board was that nothing
will be physically attached to the outside of the trailer. In every other respect,. the trailer will be considered
as Seventh Street under the election
code.
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ignite in heated e.:chan9cs as they rally on
A.S. pre5idr,if I ea
campaign trail. From left to right, presidential hopefuls are John Mer-z,

Grady Robertson, Bill Langan, Bob Kelley, and Joanne Minsky. Candidates

are pictured a+ the debate Wednesday night At which issues of EOP, the
athletic budget, hou:ing, and reorganization of student government were
highlighted. Elections will be hold Tuesday and Wednesday of next week.

All A S presidential mind:dates will he present at a deb kte in Morris Dailey,
Monday at 12:30, sponsored by the Peace and Freedom Party.
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A ‘Summerhill’ in S an Jose
By LOREN SMITH
I ti.
jos/. Community School is afthe child, and the teaching methods will
filiated is jilt the Institute of Research and
emphasize experimentation and use of the
I ’1,1.T-holding of San Jose. which is a
total ens ironment, rather than an overfederal and state tax-exempt, non-profit
emphasis on books and memorization. For
orporat . Other affiliates of the Instiexample. building a table can prove to be
rite include Drug Crisis Intervent ,
a lesson in mathematics,
Ss%t chIp, a rI. Kideidoscope, Red Eye Meroil recently only certain progressive
dia. atid flirt Cheap Production.
prisate schools, such as Summerhill in
Tht San Jose Community School is to
England and Peninsula School in Menlo
be operated on the premise, as stated in
Park, prosided the atmosphere of mutual
Stonmerhill. by A. S. Neill, that the ideas
lose and respect in which a child has the
01.
dom. II. miter:icy and self-cleterminagreatest opportunity to develop without
ii.
Ill he applied to the field of educathe all too usual guilt, fears and prejudices.
tion. That is., that children can be taught,
However, the high tuition, normally
is ithout the use of force. by appealing to
charged at these schools, excludes many
ir curiosity and spontaneous needs, thus
who might otherwise he interested. It is
assakening them to the joys of the world
hoped that income for the San Jose Comaround us.
munity Schools, and for other Free Schools
The t’shoal is being established because
that are being formed in all parts of the
th cxi-ting public occhool system does not
country. can be obtained entirely through
alts as -urceed in fully developing the
donations, so that the range of participaintelle.mal and emotional capabilities of
tion can be as wide as possible. Hopefully
each child. Instead the system tends to
a bilingual system will develop from this
stifle inelis iduality and smother the creaopen-enrollment policy.
tii it% 1s (tong developing minds. The eduThe paid staff will initially consist of
cational process can and must be ri’spon.
at least one experienced full-time teacher
Is I,, the needs and desires of the indiwho will he assisted by several experienced
sidnal child and should not produce an
volunteer teachers. Parental participation
end product of mass conformity cold blind
will he strongly encouraged, and individaccept a n re.
uals from the community will also be in.
In the San Jose Community School the
ited to share their specialties with the
eurricultint is ill he molded to the needs of
children.
By keeping the school fairly small, the
student -teacher-parent relationships can be
of a highly personalized nature. If enrollment becomes excessive, satellite schools
’m SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
could be established, which would operate
Second Class postage paid at San Jose, California.
nosier the same format as the original
Member of California Newspaper Publishers ANOCIIICoro. Published daily by students of San Jose State
school.
College. except Saturday and Sunday, during college
The school is now temporarily located
yeer. The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily
those of the Associated Student Body, Om College
at the NOW Church, an experimental PresAdministration, or the Department of Journalism anst
byterian church at 582 Blossom Hill Rd.,
Advertising. Subscripttons accepted only on
remainder-of-semester basis. Full academic year, $9:
San Jose. Although the facilities have been
each semester, $4.50. Off-campus price per copy. 10
provided without charge, its location necescents. Plsone 2944414.Editoriel Est. 2383, 2384, 2385,
2386. Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084. Press of
sitates providing transportation for some of
Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First St.
the students through the sloe of car pools.
Editor
BOB BRACKETT
In order to raise money the school is coAdvertising Managsr
PAUL MYER
Day Editor
JOE WU
sponsoring, along with Kaleidoscope, a
Assistant Elites.
CRAIG TURNER
"Multi-Media Pleasure Faire," at San Jose
News Editor
CHARLOTTE MARSHALL
Associate Editor
R L BEADLE
State College all day and evening on SunCopy Editor
DALE SMILEY
day. April 26th. For further inf irmation
Sports Editor
KEN LUTHY
Entertainment Editor
VICKI RANDALL
about the school contact Loren Smith at
Wire Editor
JEFF KENYON
294-1071 and for information about the
Feature Editor
KEN COSTA
Photo Editor
BILL KAMIIERG
Multi-Media Event contact Bob Smith at
Relations
Director
ROGER KL1CSU
Public
259-9172.
-- CHUCK SHAYivEg
Chief Photograph*,
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Florida.
the 1.1.5. Fifth
t of Appeals in ass attempt
Ciresist C
the
Its ississ the gritty that denied
%avant Sopicinc court scat April 8. After
his defeat I:as-swell said Ise was not bitter
and %%mild remain sell the court.
rhe :in.% ear. old I :.srswell rotated, The
election of a I toiled States Senator front
Florida this Noses:other offers a real and
to join President Nixon’s
.10 oppor l
try and its
g0:1 Is of restructuring our c
111 along constituti lll al, conservagose
tiue lows "
Florida 1 t Gcssertior Ray Osborne, who
-ed his canslislacy for the Republise Sel’ II
this ago, has
sI
can
stepped aside its Carswell’s favor.
Still in 111,, Republican primary race is
illiam Cramer.
IS,
Democrats seeking the same seat are
Fred Schultz, speaker of Florida’s House
of Delegates. and State, Senators Lawton
Chiles and Robert Haverfield.
The man leaving the Senate seat open
by his retire-relent is Democrat Spessard
Holland, 76. Though he said he was sorry
to see Carswell leave the Court of Appeals,
he expects to support the Democratic
nominee.
Whether Carswell will capture the nomination and then the Senate seat is a guess.
But his candidacy does seem to put President Nixon on the spot since Cramer has
stated that Nixon has urged him to run.
to the ’1.11:111. III
Carswell resigned f

otat

k.S. outsell’s failure to pass any of the three resolutions concerning the death
of lei in Moran, the student killed during rioting at the University of California
at Santa Barbara. was extremely disappointing.
’the fir-t resolution called on Council to ask the Administration to lower the
\isseriean Flag to half-staff for one week. in tribute to Moran and his efforts
Not too difficult a task!
iolenee.
’l he second resolution proposed that $500 of A.S. money be contributed to the
ls% in Moran Memorial Fund. which was started this week by Mrs. Mary Jean
nity leader We’e spent money for worse causes!
Salim rim a san Jose e
Council to go on record as condemning violence of
asked
resolution
The thin!
an% kind. is atis tile, as a means of supporting or protesting any institution or
phiI osophy . -Perhaps this was the real stumbling block.
"Hie Spartan Daily believes certain council members were being ridiculous when
they prolonged the discussion and debate of these truly positive resolutions. By
pas-ing any one of them. Council had the opportunity to take a stand once
and for all on the insanity and uselessness of campus violence.
re e e to believe Council is ready for tlw Reagan bloodbath?"

Latt-t -tines- on Wednesday afternoon revealed that approximately 50 to 60
.eto F the faculty were participating in "Survival College." This most signifi-ponse is as a positive step in the right direction.
Many instrurtors took valuable time and effort to research and re-evaluate their
field in relation to man’s continued survival on spaceship earth. The Spartan
Daily commends them for this effort and hopes that, now, more serious thought
si ill be gi% en to the establishment of a permanent Survival College at SJS.
The Daily would also like to take the opportunity to thank Acting President
lobert Burns for his quick actions resulting in yesterday’s new "Swallow Policy"
being established. That policy, saying in effect to "live anti let live." stops any
further ile,truction of swallows nests on campus.
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Council Disappointing

A Significant Response

21
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Another Spaceship Low on Water, Oxygen,
and Other Life Support Systems

Express Views

Academic Council Candidates
Juan Oliverez
My name is Juan Oliverez. I rs 01 on
Student Conned as an upper dis him’ representatise 1960-70. Before. anti since. I
have wt.rk,o1 siry closely with the college
and Chicano- at SJS to gain more representation not only for Chicanos but for
students at lar:le. I have been invoked with
the Commith e tot Mexican American Af.,:tolent Council. As a
fairs, MA"(
candidate for 1. ademie Council on the
PSC ticket. I in contribute more in terms
of initiating and implementing programs
in involing student, in the faculty-do lll i l sated council.
I believe that the mal.e-up of the council
is the reason for its ltidery of do little.
The conervati.ne i. lii ii the fact that
not many student. aro represented on
Council. Much more information should
he given to the students as to the policymaking powers of the council. This job
was left undone because of the fear of
faculty to grcatcr stuolo-nt participation.
Id lie much more
Academic tilt
respotedse not mils to the problems of fall
&las aIIII faculty Ito is huh in fact it has
been sirs negligent 1 hut should also work
towartl closer communication and understanding of community prohlems and community relations. Policie- she’d,’ be set toward including the commtwits in campus
affairs such as cultural es -sits and educational symposiums. In this way not only
the campus will become educated hut the
comn lllll ity will also participate in a learn-

probits all.
Its sseirkin4 lei:ether witli the cotlllll units we will do away with the misunderstanding that the community has of stte
dents. As a candidate of the PSC., I promise
to niake Acadentic Council move more
swiftly.
proee-s about people. issues and

luau-Clnictrniips.

Juan Antu
Academic Council is in critical need of
restructuring its gigantic. bureaucratic load
on the functionary les el. and acquiring
plain old-sts le guts on the human level.
As an incumbent candidate for this comesupported by the Progressive Student
Coalition IPSCI, I will work hard next
year to hammer out these necessary
changes.
Academic Council has created numerous
committees and risks in whkh it can delay matters for years if necessary. I will
seek alternatives to this dehumanizing situation so that some life-blood may be injected into the "Anintal:’ Faculty and Administrators are so worried about their
positions that they fear to move on controversial issues. With the help of other PSC
candidates., I is ill attempt to eradicate this
senseless paranoia within the council.
Lastly. I will work to distribute more
information on the potential force of this
council so that more students and faculty
will come and rescue this agency from its
distinction, and the resultant takeover by
Sacramento.

Attorney General Candidate
Reggie To ran
The

most demanding quality of the A.S.
Attorney General is objectisity. The Attorney General must be able to express
and use facts without distortion caused
by personal feeling- or prejudices.
When investigating alleged violations of
the A.S. Constitution or A.S. rules and
st make sure that the inregulat s. he
and issues he has gathered are
format’
relevant. This information must relate to
the matters at hand. The informati llll meo,t
also be germane and pertinent, that is, the
Attorney General must cover those issues
that are closely connected and applicable
to that particular violation.
The Altonicy General can’t deal with
personalities, can’t deal is We prejudices,
and can’t deal with romors or fiction. The
evidence he deals is ills must be actual,
most be phyreal, and trite. The
sical and tangible. The Attorney General
must not allow himself to be used in the
game of politics. He must investigate all
violations that will have an effect on the
students. Thus, he must truat fairly any
interest or pressure group vsliich may be
accessed of violations.
The Attorney General most be sensible
and show good judgment. He must have
the intellectual quality which concerns the
understanding of facts that are not obvious.
Judgment is being able to acknowledge the

facts that are important. Furthermore, it
is the ability to understand the importance
of those facts and conditions. With this
kind of attitude, an Attorney General can
draw correct and unbaised conclusions.
Judgment is the result of training, discipline, and experience.

Staff Comment

’Dead Rally’
By LINDA FENLEY
Some people marching down First Street
said elusively that something was missing
from the rally.
Rally speakers mentioned a slump in
the anti-war offensive.
A lack of spirit, a lack of life in the
activity was felt much more than a lack
of numbers.
Spring has failed to awaken the celebration of life that was deadened by a
winter of killing in Vietnam, in the nation’s courts and even in the streets of
San Jose.
I saw a gathering of disheartened, lost
individuals in the same location. They
elidn’t seem together.
The stopping of the war and the destruction of the system must go hand and
new society
hand with the creation of
and the celebration of life.

Staff Comment

’Nixon Plot?’
By GARY PIERCE
"We finally have in sight the just peace
we are seeking."
But then the turn of the century also is
in sight.
Just what is it that President Nixon is
plotting to do? The removal of 150,000
troops in the next 12 months will still
lease 284,000 American soldiers in Vietteam in April of 1971 three years after
Nixon’s campaign promises of "a secret
plan to end the war."
It is becoming increasingly apparent that
the Vietnam war will be a major issue in
the 1972 election. If the President plans
carefully, he can titne it so that the last
combat, and most support troops, leave
Vietnam just before the election.
This should place him in a good position to win a second term.
many more
One thing is certain
American lives will be lost. Will they be
lost in "defending the people of South
Vietnam" or will their lives be simply the
price paid for the benefit of political aspirations of a few select American leaders?
I won’t attempt to answer this question
myself, as I obviously don’t have all the
facts on the matter which are available to
our national leaders.
But it should follow that if America is
to fight a bloody war such as that in Vietnam that our leaders should be agreed On
at least our general policies in such actions.
Such is not the case.
There not only is dimension among the
U.S. citizentry, but some of our most respected and hopefully best-informed national leathers have made statements favoring total withdrawal from the war and urging an admittance by the government that
our involvement is a tragic mistake.
In addition to U.S. Senators Ted Kennedy and Eugene McCarthy (to name just
two of many anti-war Senators), perhaps
the most notable person to come out
against the war is former Attorney GAS.
eral Ramsey Clark.
Clark was in tuff ice for the final months
of the Johnson administration, and as
a cabinet member, must certainly have
had some insight into the complex issues
surrounding the war.
Despite his knowledge, he chooses to call
for American withdrawal.
It appears that one of two things has
occurred: either President Nixon and
former President Johnson hale hidden information on the war from even the U.S.
Senate and high ranking members of the
cabinet, or else Clark is correct and we
should get out immediately,
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Grapes Again,
But Lucky’s
Still Off Limits

Power to Little People!

’y photo by Chuck Shewver
ten were Miss Bedi Davis, assistant director of
Children’s House, Mrs. Sharon Fierro and Seta
Aintablian, teachers, and Beatrice Araujo, assistant. The Children’s House, which provides academic instruction as well as day care for children of low-income, one -parent and minority
families, is scheduled to be razed on Aug. I.

LITTLE MEN ON CAMPUSA group of about
30 children from the ill-fated Children’s House
marched on Acting President Dr. Hobert Burns’
office yesterday morning to protest the scheduled demolition of the day care center. The
non-violent protest ended when Dr. Burns
agreed to meet the demonstrators at the fountain and bring candy. Accompanying the child -

So You’re Going To Be Renting?
By BRUCE MeCLELLIN
Daily Staff Writer
Do leases exist merely for the
advantages and enrichment of
landlords, or do they offer the
tenant some prid ect ion? Wh
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EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the
secood of two articles on the
legal rights of tenants and
landlords.
ean a renter do legally to settle
a grievance with his landlord?
Most of these questions are
answered in "So You’re Going
To Be a Tenant," by Curtis A,
Freund, legal counselor at the
Univers" v of California, Berkeley, Cob -soling Center.
The law in regard to valid
leases, the booklet states, is as
follows (The preface warns not
to accept the material in "Tenant" as the final word in regard
to timeliness or accuracy):
Unmarried minors over 18
must have an adult co-sign the
lease.
At least three pieces of information must be contained in
it:
1. A clear description of the
premises to he rented.
2. A specified leasing period
with the starting and ending
dates.
3. The amount of rent to be
paid, broken down into periodic
payments.
The lease protects the renter
in only two ways, Freund says.
I. It guarantees the leaseholder the right to live on the premises for a stated period.
2. It prevents the landlord from
raising the rent while the lease
is :till valid. Only a few leases
e clauses allowing the Property owners to raise the rent
while they are still valid.
Three-day notices - served
to any tenant failing to comply
with the lease terms -- gives him
three (lays to correct the problem

Field Studies Course
Slated for June 7-13
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or leave. If he doesn’t comply,
the landlord may start eviction
proceedings.
Transferring a valid lease to
another person requires a written
release from the landlord, releasing the original holder from
all future lease obligations.
Lease obligations may continue if the holder is drafted.
Freund recommends the insertion of a provision releasing him
from them in this event.
Any persons seeking legal assistance in relation to housing
should contact the Legal Aid
Society of Santa Clara County,
East County Division, 258-1567,
or Mike Buck, Associated Student
housing board chairman, ext.
2916.
The income ceiling is $3,000 for
individuals or couples seeking
help from the Society.
The student body also has a
legal firm on retainer for this
purpose.
Leaseholders and non-leaseholders alike, wishing to settle a
grievance with the property owner legally, usually take their
cases to small claims court.
Freund explains the law as
follows:
The plaintiff must pay two
small fees for filing the suit and
serving the defendant with a
summons.
Neither plaintiff nor defendant is represented by counsel.
Minors must have a "guardian ad litem" appointed for the
lawsuit.
The court can only award up
to $300 in damages.
For cases involving more than
$300, the case must go to a higher
court.

40TORCYCLI OIL
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A one semester unit field studies course in Natural History
will take place June 7-13. Open
to all registered students at SJS,
the course will consist of field
trips and outdoor lectures on such
science topics as trees, plants,
animals, geology. Insects, and
flowers. Professors in each of the
various fields will conduct the
lectures.
A $55 fee will cover tuition and
food expenses during the week of
the course.
Registration for the course will
take place outside room 127 of
the Science Building on Tuesday May 5, 8 a.m, to noon.
11111111111111111111111111M

A proposal which could conceivably change the voting status
of several thousand students in
the upcoming Associated Students
(A.S.) election will be presented
before the AS. Judiciary Monday.
Along with a request to interpret the constitutionality of a
section of the AS, Election Code,
Judiciary may hear as many as
four disruption cases stemming
from last December’s confrontation with on-campus job recruiters.
John Tice, an SJS sophomore
political science major, will question the constitutionality of the
Election Code section when judiciary meets this Monday at
3:45 p.m. In the Council Chambers of the College Union.
The section in question states,
"Each student’s class standing
shall be determined at the time
he purchased his student body
card. The name of the class to
which he belongs will be stamped
on the face of his membership
card. This stamped name will determine the division in which
each student is eligible to participate as a voter."
’THREE POSSIBILITIES’
Tice, who has recently gained
enormous support, will ask Judiciary to review the act.
"All students should be deeply
concerned over the fact that in
this coming election, unless there
is a necessary change, the candidates will be voted on and elected
to positions as representatives
that do not in fact represent that
voting mandate," Tice emphasized.
"Many sophomores are running
for upper division representatives.
None of them can even vote for
themselves," said Tice. "By the
same token, seniors who graduate
in June should vote for graduate
representatives. If they will not
graduate, then they can vote upper division."
Predictions are that Judiciary
will rule the section unconstitutional and take any of three
actions. According to Chief Justice Olsen, there are three pos-
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News Review

1 Nixon Abolishes Deferments I
Compiled from A.noo Li1,1
President Nixon abolished future fatherhood and occupational
deferments from the draft starting yesterday, asked Congress
for authority to abolish future
student deferments, and urged
an eventual end to the draft itself.
Nixon issued an order permitting men who now hold or have
applied for occupational or fatherhood deferment to keep or obtain them. But the order bars
the granting of such deferments
in the future to men who were
not qualified for them before
Thursday.
The Chief Executive also sent
a message to Congress. seeking
authority to impose a similar
ban, under similar conditions, on
deferments for students above
the high school level.
The message strongly endorsed
the unanimous conclusion of a
commission headed by former
Secretary of Defense Thomas
C. Gates favoring a transition to
an all-volunteer army.
The President directed the secrefary of defense to step up
enlistment and re-enlistment programs and to see that the armed
forces pay more attention to the
"individual needs, aspirations and
capabilities" of their personnel.
Nixon’s message stated, however, that the draft "cannot be
ended all at once" and that it
would probably be necessary for
Congress to extend authority for
the draft beyond the present expiration date of July 1, 1971.

sibilities that could be taken to
fill the vacuum left if the section
is ruled unconstitutional.
The A.S. President could personally interpret the constitution
or he could issue a directive to
the election board, telling them
to take whatever action they feel
Is necessary. The final possibility,
explained Chief Justice Olsen, is
that in the absence of any action
from the AS. President, the election board must decide what action will be taken regarding the
voting eligibility.
’MAXIMUM FAIRNESS’
"I’m against the Judiciary conducting any business without
prior notification to all interested
parties," Chief Justice Olsen remarked yesterday. "Regardless of
the merits of any particular case,
we will hear it only with maximum fairness to all concerned.
This should, at least, mean that
people know it might come up
before Judiciary."
Chief Justice Olsen further
stated, "I would prefer the election-related matters are heard
before or after elections, not during elections. But any time a case

Gaiety of China
Brought to SJS
Peking Opera, the clash of
gongs and the boom of drums,
and scholars, and clowns and villains, dressed in ’gaudy costume,
dancing to the legend of Su-San’s
journey to her trial.
The Chinese Mandarin Opera
Company from San Francisco
will be appearing in Spartan
Chinese Club’s fifth annual
"China Nile" Saturday at 8 p.m.
in Morris Dailey.
A Chinese dance group from
San Francisco and Chinese, Thai,
and Korean students at SJS will
be performing a variety of dances
from the graceful ribbon dance to
the monstrosity of a lion dance.
Admission to the event, underwritten by the Associated Students, is free. A reception and
dance will be held afterward in
the Womcns’ Gym.
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Rifles
South Vietnam, with full U.S.
support, secretly delivered about
1.500 automatic rifles to Cambodia last Friday, accenting to
an announcement made by the
White House and State Department yesterday.
The weapons were captured Soviet -designed AK47 rifles.
Indications were that the U.S.
instigated the South Vietnamese
delivery to avoid taking direct
action itself pending determination by President Nixon of how
to deal with Cambodia’s appeal
for American arms support.
Reports from the White House
said around 1,500 rifles had been
delivered with 3,000 or 4,000 more
to go. The rifles were transported
In South Vietnamese planes.

five," and 2.2 per cent "strongly
conservative,"

Protest
Demanding that Stanford University drop ROW programs on
the campus, more than 100 students and supporters started a
sit-in occupation of the college’s
Old Union.
The students also demanded
amnesty for students previously
charged for anti -ROTC protests.
A conservative student leader,
HarveN Hukari, tried to hold the,
building’s doors closed but was
wrestled away by the demonstrators.
Some protestors climbed into
the building, which houses administration offices, via a second
floor balcony, while others sat on
Lie balcony wearing masks.

Kopechne

Profs Opposed
A survey of 60.447 college professors showed that more than 80
per cent believe that campus
demonstrations threaten academic freedom, but the professor who
headed the survey said so many
factors were involved that caution should be exercised in reaching any conclusion.
The survey also showed that
more than 76 per cent favored,
whether strongly or with reservations, the expulsion or suspension
of students who disrupt schools.
i
Those questioned defier
themselves as’ 5.5 per cent "left.
41 5 per cent "liberal," 30 per
cent "middle-df-the-road." 22 ’
per cent "moderately consei

The Massachusetts Supreme
Court yesterday issued an order
giving Suffold Superior Court
authority to decide how to release
the Mary Jo Kopechne inquest
papers, which it said, "are now
public records and should promptly be opened to public scruitiny
when not impounded.
The order came less than two
hours after an attorney for Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
asked for the release of the transcript and judge’s report in the
-.C.e....^..C.CeroConefeanC.0"...IDeJlne...enteer.e

Judiciary To Hear Vote Status Case
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TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK SANDWICH

WITH THIS COUPON

Three Coachella Valley grape
growers have negotiated with
California grape strikers, but
that doesn’t mean the grape boycott struggle with Lucky’s has
ended.
Lucky’s Stores’ grapes were
not affected by the recent union
negotiation, so students are still
picketing and boycotting Lucky’s
grapes.
However, according to Adrian
Vargas, student and member of
the San Jose Grape Boycott
Committee, not many people are
responding to the appeal for
picketers.
"We’re only picketing once a
week now, on Fridays from 3 to
4 p.m.," stated Vargas, "but last
week there were only about five
picketers; the same few who
show up every week."
’The fact that we aren’t picketing everyday, I suppose, makes
it easier for the student to forget we’re boycotting the store
and their conscience is eased if
they shop at Lucky’s while no
one is picketing," Vargas continued.
It is not known yet which
stores will be carrying the new
union cultivated and harvested
grapes, but the Coachella Valley
grapes will have a union label to
distinguish them from others.
The union label bears the
United Farm Workers Organizing Committee’s eagle emblem
and the inscription "Farm Workers, AFL-CIO Union Label."
The first shipments of these
grapes will reach the stores about
mid-May.
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cannot proceed with maximum
fairness, or when all parties .are
7 colors
not informed that the case is to
be heard, I do not want the
Judiciary to hear the case,
period."
The ruling on the constitutionality of the Election Code was
,
continued from Tuesday’s me.-tFPFF. COPIFC NV IT TT TIFTIC ,1)
ing. At the meeting, Chief Justice
Olsen said, "All interested parties
should know that Judiciary might ti
consider this before we even hear
the case."
The chief justice has invited
484 E. San Carlos St.
all students interested in this
issue to attend Monday’s JudiciSan Jose
287-7550
ary meeting.
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RATSD
CAL BOOK
A spot where you ran find Xtraordinary. Xciting, and Xhilarating new books ALL
TIIE TIME, take, for inAanee
THE MASON

WILLIAMS FCC RAPPORT
by Meson Williams
What are our herbicides doing to us?

DELOFIATION
by Thoincin Whiteside
SLAUGHTERHOUSE -FIVE
or The Children’s Crusade
by Kurt Yoniiegut, Jr.
Based on author’s experiences as a POW during
colositopho. fire-bombing of Dresden during WW II

CAL BOOK
134 E.

SAN FERNANDO

$2.95

S.95

$1.95
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, A Look at SJS ’Radicals’: Non-Violence Their Theme
By ta.AIM NEM E
Daily Political Writer
It’s Tuesday afternoon at 12:20.
Students are just beginning to
file out of their final morning
classes. They ssalk across Seventh Street and line freshman lc-marks to another, "lesok at that,"
he motions to the speaker’s platform across the street. "Those
damn radicals are trying to cause
trouble again."
His companion nods agreement,
saying. "Why don’t they just
leave well enough alone and quit
starting trouble?"

These same students have attended perhaps a theen rallies at
the same sight in the past year.
They come, they listen, and
they go on about their business
most of them a ithout giving the
subject matter of the rally another thought until the next time
there is a gathering on Seventh
Street.
The students around the platform are the radical:. Consen
tive cull’ ge professors choose to
refer to them as "rabble-rousers
who are out to cause trouble for
trouble’s own sake."

The object of his wrath is a
tall and rather shabbily :mired
student who stands on the podium with a microshone in hand.
He is urging passing stud, nts to
attend a rally at 12::10.
About 25 students are gathered
around the leathern Anther 30
or so have tak, n up positiem
across the street; both an the
curb and on the grass in the
safety of the shade Nodded by
several tall trees.
Those across the street appear
mildly interested. They read in
se
the Spartan Daily that a
"protesting the presenre of Ia
,
TI’ on campus" ssa I ,

NO OFFICIAL LEADER
They are members ot the Radical Action Movement (RAM,. the
Students for a Dem...retie Society. the Radical Audio Visual
Experiment
and perhap: the
Black Student Union and the
Iranian Student Union.
Many of them have particistated as speakers in past rallies
and some will he speaking in the
rally which is about to begin.
The man on the andium canine
to has sets by to mime and "get
some pertinent informal iii’’ k
Dan O’Neal. He is a member of
RAM and often serves as their
ef spokesman, although Ilya

have no official leader.
By 12:30 a crowd of about 150,
Or perhaps as few is eo, depending on what type of day it is.
has gathered to hear it "told like
it is."
O’Neal. who is on probation
for his participation in anti -corporation -recruiting demonstrations
in Decernber, announces the first
speaker,
Across the street a student who
appears to be about 23 years old,
casually mentions to a younger
man who by chance is standing
next to him, "Where the hell is
this country going to? Why are
people allowed to stand up in the
middle of a college community
and spit out a bunch of hull - - like those fools are doing?"
The younger student nods agreement.
But %%hat is the real story?
Are the periodic: cameus demonstrations and rata held at SJS
merely attempts by radical "commies" to upset the regular process of education? Very unlikely.
Occasionally a campus radical
will aerate on the scene who
seeks violence and publicity for
its own sake, hut on the surface
at least, most of the "railiri;.1"

State College Renaming?
Assembly Votes for Bill
By 1’ Ill, RV
Daiis Staff Waiter
Even

though

the

A- :::bly

voted 44-27 in favor of legislation
that would redesignate SJS to
San Jose State University, there
is no guarantee that we will receive such a designation soon.
This happens to be the f to h
consecutive year that the Assentbls has passed the resolui,on. ’rhe
barrier has les,n settine the bill
past the Senate sub -committee
and onto the floor of the Senate
for debate.
The measure was fiist introduced by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos in 1967 and eventually
passed the Assembly. However.
the Senate Government it I Affairs
Committee voted against the
measure.
Assemblyman Richard Eames
tR-San Dive., has introduced the

bill for the last three years. For
the last two years the results
have been the same. This year
optimism isn’t as high as it has
been in the past, however. to
aclote a spokesman from the
Chancellor’s office, "Were hopeful."
Last year the resolution passed
the Senate Education Committee
by a vote of 10-2. However, the
Senate Finance Committee rejeettel the Meastire. The main mason the bill got by the education
committee was because the University of California was neutral,
C.C. alumni were not, and after
many phone calls to Sacramento,
the finance committee saw fit
to kill the measure.
Another factor is that if the
bill does pass the senate it will
become retroactive, This bill will
make it possible for all graduates

prior to the redesignation to
have the name of the institution
c hanged on their diploma at their
own expense. U.C. alumni, in
partieular, don’t like this aspect
of the measure.
Lastly, the University of Cali(ornia feels that the redesignation is an encroaehtnent on their
right to university status.
According to Chancellor Tannke, "The concept of an organieation known as the California
State University would perform
a service to thousands of students
graduating from this institution
who have, in fact, completed a
university education."
It has been rumored in Sacramento

that

the

governor

has

its:reed to sign the measure once
it passes the Senate. However,
before it reaches that stage it
is dependent on a host of factors.

’From Frisbees to Rapists
You Find Them All on Beat 11’
nj TEM: Sac I I NI:I:I II,
11)1110
t.iit Wit
’’From
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ists you find ti, a,
11," said Michitel
PD patrolman
SJS area Wed!...
a Spartan Daaj
eempanion.

I the
nt with
r as a

Club Seminar
Concerns Air
aed in a conIf you’re in!
tinuance of sair lad Fait e and
Earth Day aetivities, the Colfaa
Union Ballroom will be the place
to be tomorrow from 8.30-12
noon.
"Is Legal Pollution Killing
Us?" is the theme for the Sosiety for Advancement (if Management’s annual spring seminar,
which will feature four speakers:
Peter Venuto, president of Citizens Against Air Pollution ; Dr.
W. C. Griffith. of Lockheed Research; Warren Palmer, Environmental Laboratories of Food
Machinery Corporation: ant an
unnamed
representat ice
fi am
P 0.8r.E.
The publie is invited tii attend
the Saturday morning seminar.
Further information may be obtained front Pat Nolan 1297-9911,
or Tim McKay (293-19es,

Beat 11 covers the college and
surtounding area between 4th,
17th, Santa Clara and Margaret
streets. Thompson’s job took on
an extra ingredient of necessity
this night because there had been
a rash of assaults in the region
Tuesday. This was really nothing
too new since there have been
an increasing number of attacks
in the last few nionths.
In addition to Thompson’s one
man patrol there are two other
sInele man marked vehicles, a
two man unmarked car and a
Motorcycle patrolman covering
the alert. These officers work in
ceniunetien with thr campus security aith the SJPD having
.110 ielietien ever the more serineat erimi , and campus security
hanaling most of the minor incidents.
Crimes in the area contribute
to high totals for the Eastside of
San Jose. Burglaries during the
first two months of this year reflect the great variation between
the East and Westside in this
city. The East had 433 burglaries
while the West total was 43.
"Having so many people so close
together with so little supervision
helps promote crime in the campus community," according le
Thompson.
At the County Communications
Center Thompson showed hoeOf f Mies eon receive inform:01mi
records. .11.1% :11.,
i in
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thins and vehicle registration in
as little as 15 seconds. Thompson
insisted on going tnrough the
Communications Center before
heading for the beat because as
he put it. "It’s necessary for anyone tryine to understand a policeman’s job to know just what the
tools of the job are, just like you
would have to understand a carpenters’ tools to know what he
could do."
Around 9:30 p.m. a call came
over stating that the Tuesday
rapist had struck again this time
It was in the area of Guadalupe
Parkway. At 10:30 p.m. he struck
again in the same vicinity.
Thompson remarked, "That guy
is begging to get caught and
some good hard police work is
going to get him."
The clock neared midnight and
Thompson headed for the station.
Everything seemed peaceful but
the eyes of the young juvenile
and rtuit fear of the woman that
couldn’t trust her neighbors kept
popping into mind. Patrolman
words rang true,
"Crime only affects people when

Thompson’s

it happens to them."

speakers who have appeared at
SJS this semester have either
been extremely adept at the acting profession or have been guilty
of the crime of caring: caring
where this society is headed and
of fearing fur the future of
America.
SKILLFUL MANIPULATION
Disagreement watt violent tactics is almost universal among at
least the active SJS radicals. No
violence has occurred during
demonstrations on this campus
this semester and protesters have
made numerous noticeable attempts to avoid incidents whenever police have made appearances.
In talking to RAM members,
one is liable to forget that he is
associating with "a stagnant element of our soicety" tas Spiro
Agnew has called campus radicals) and consider them as human beings who feel it’s their
duty to right what they consider
bad in this world.
Many of them are sharp tongued speakers who are capable
of skillfully manipulating the
emotions of an audience. However, at most rallies they participate in, most of the audience is

already convinced one Way or
other on the subject matter, and
are therefore unwilling to listen
to what is said -- on either side
of the question - with an open
mind.
Most RAM members are perfectly willing to explain their
idealogies to anyone who cares
to listen. They often maintain An
"informatien table" on Seventh
Street to infarm students of what
they feel ere injustices.

conservative students, and such
contests often take on the appearance of a shouting match.
RAM strategy is usually to attempt to bring speakers to the
campus who are personally involved in controversial matters.
They also spend a great deal of
time planning on -campus demonstrations to bring issues into the
POINTS TO CONSIDER
In addition, a great deal at I
anti-war, anti-ROTC, and similar,
leaflets, are passed out on Seventh Street.
Much of the information in the
pamphlets appears to be lacking
in any sort of cohesive though,
pattern at all, however, they ,
often offer thought provoking ,
point, for consideration.
One of the major problems con- ,
front Me RAM is that many tam!
dents simply take the hand-eut.,
and promptly deposit them in a
trash can.
Many RAM members exprei,
concern and disgust at what they
inter:met to be a lack of inter on the part of SJS students in
what RAM is trying to do. However, as of this time, there is nol
evidence of any plans for a drastic change in protest strategy.

To even the most conservative
of students who choose to listen
to their ideas, many of them,
whether one agrees with their
views or not, make a great deal
of sense,
They have protested the war in
Vietnam. ROTC on campus, Governor Reagan’s presence in San
Jose. to name just a few: and
they have supported strikes and
picket lines in other instances.
Many of their philosophies
would appear to even the most
"liberal" of non-radical students
to be larking in lacteal foundation. However, at least from surface examination, their motives
appear sincere.
On occasion, RAM members
have participated in debates with

Haley, Gregory, King
Attending Black Events
Daily

By VIC JANG
Minorities Writer

Alex Haley, author of the
"Autobiography of Malcolm X;"
Dick Gregory, SJS scholar-inresidence; and B B. King, "King
of the Blues," will be here during
the next four weeks contributing
to "Black Experience No, 2."
Haley and Gregory, among
others, are scheduled for April
28 and 29; King is due May 25.
"Black Experience No. 2" is
jointly sponsored by the Black
Studies Department and EOP.
The purposes of the programs
Etre to celebrate Black culture and
to raise money.
On Monday, April 27, Minister
Billy X, recently arrived at the
Black Muslim Mosque in Oakland
after establishing a headquarters
in Santa Barbara, will speak on
education and economy of the
Black community at 7 p.m. in
JC 141.
SEVEN YEARS’ WORK
Haley will speak at 8 pm.
Tuesday in the College Union
Ballroom. His book on the fiery
Black leader has sold more than
two million copies, and he has
just completed work on a second
book, "Before This Anger," to be
released later this year.
The work is his autobiography,
of sorts. In it he traces his
family back to the original "Afri-

Berkeley
April 25

IKE & TINA TURNER
Berkeley
May 3

SLY AND THE
FAMILY STONE
Oakland Colosseum
May 10

ENGLEBERT
HUMPERDINK
Cow Palace
May 17

1776
Curran Theatre

HAIR
Orpheum Theatre

ONE FLEW OVER THE
CUCHOO’S NEST
Little Fox Theatre

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
912 Town & Country Village
246-1160
Open: Mon. thru Fri.
10 a.m. to 5,30 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 3 p...

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT!
STARTS WEDNESDAY!
t Academy Award Winner!
BEST FOREIGN FILM
OF THE YEAR!

can" slave brought to America,
and then across the Atlantic and
back to the very tribe and family
he descended from.
His seven years’ werk on the
book will culminate in a movie
by Columbia Pictures,
GREGORY TO HOST
In his last appearance here,
he commented, "One of the rich
sources of Black History waits to
be unearthed by young Black
Amerieans" returning to Airier]
The Black Studies department is
currently offering a summer
course field trip back to Africa.
Gregory will depart from his
remlar lecture format and host
"The Natural Soul Revue," a
benefit for both EOP and Black
Studies. Appearing with him will
be Roger Collins. the Warren
Hickman Choir, the Natural Soul
Company Band, the Roland Mitchell Band, and Lit’ Graylin.
Admission is $2 for students.
$2.50 for non -students. Tickets
are available at Black Studies
on Fifth and San Carlos. Gregory,
who has remarked that the
Black Studies Department at
SJS is among the best in the
country, will be making his
fourth appearance on campus.
On May 4, the Black Theatre
will present "Black Man Black
Woman" and "Great Goodness of
Life" at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey.
Donations will be accepted.

"THE LAST WORD
IN THRILLERS!"
TERRIFIC!
LOOK MAGAZNI
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This Sat. Night’s Super Spectacular
Attraction at the Student Union Ballroom
r

From 9-1 a.m. Freak Out with the Fantastic ...

south wty
EXPERIMENTAL FLASH

1
I
1

and

DAY & NIGHT
I

BLUES BAND
admiesion 51

Science ’Festival’ Opening;
Lunar Soil Sample Shown
%Veddell seals, lunar soil particles, polarized rocks and light
shows are a few of the wide
range of scientific imputs presented by the three day Science
Spring Festival, which opened
Wednesday and closes today.
The festival is open for the entire SJS student body, according
to Paul Dickert, natural science
instructor.
Completely organized and coordinated by the students of the
eight natural science classes, the
festival is a multi -media display
of sciences that are connected
with man and his environment.
Besides the displays, the festival offers films, student projects,
discussions and guest lecturers.
Included in the guest speaker
program are Dr. Orval Ellsworth,

biological science’ instructor from
Stanford University, and Dr.
Thomas C. Poulter, director of
the biological sonar laboratory at
the Stanford Research Institute
Dr. Ellsworth will discuss how
the physiology of the brain affects consciousness. Dr. Poulter
told students yesterday how animals melee their unusual sounds
Dr. Poulter, an internationally
recognized expert of marine animal sounds, will not speak today.
Some of the events for today’s
program include Electronic Music, 2001 and After, Pollution in
the Bay Area. Pave It and Paint
It Green, The Medium if. the
Massage and Why Man Creates
The programs start at 9:30 a.m.
and will continue until 3:30 p.m.
Way.

Buy Tickets Early at Student Affairs Office

remember this Sat. Night from 9-1 a.m.

MIMS"

CINEMA BURBANK
"Where Things Are Happening"

Bascom & Moorpark
295-7238
You’ll DIE with Laughter....
At Roman Polanski’s ’Now’ Classic
Spoof Starring the Thirsty Vampire!
Who Says Vampires are
no laughing
matter

7th & Santa Clara

Free Bally Estimates

7:00 A.M.-10:30 P.M.

Star Motor
Imports

TUES.-SUN.

375 S. Market
286-6500

(Why go further)
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CRYSTAL CREAMERY
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10% OFF
Parts and Labor
with ASB card
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we’ll fix it
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Movie Review

KSJS
News Log

’Adventurers’ Survive
Unlike Predecessors
By VICKI R.AND 111.
Daily Eatertarrotwnt Editor
If the survivors drowned and
the carpetbaggers were bagged,
what happened to the adventurers ?
Harold Robbins’ new movie.
unlike its unlucky and unbearable
predecessors, may just Le a success. That is, keeping in mind
who wrote it. what its Maim,
where it takes place and who’s in
it. With handimps like these,
what can one expect?
But any wav , ,in with the ..haw
The story concerns a 1: ci a .1
South Arncriian mantra.
guay,
and
its
revoliniar
minded inhabitants. In fail, the
story opens with one rratilinion
and ’loses with anotacr The
main character, Dax Xenia:. is a
small boy who sett.: his mother
and sister brutally raped and then
murdered. He grows up in Rome.
where his father is the ambassador, and like all good Harold
Robbins stories, the people have
nothing
but
money,
money,
money.
flax eiguloes his way through
life and into the riress business
with his boyhood chum Sergei.
In the meantime, all is not well
in Corteguay, and flax and his
father make several trips Ire+
and forth.
Also in the action are the richest girl in the world r the movie
has the gall to proclaim thatt a
a conniving French shipper, and
Amparo, flax’s childhood sweetheart. They all Oct mixrd up together and I’m still not sure
what’s what, but the movie certainly doesn’t lack charactera
But it really isn’t tco had.
There are those who say it wos
changed too much from the boats,
but I don’t think so. The book

Love and War
Characterize
Two Dramas
A double bill of student -directed one act plays will ha presented
In the Studio Theater next Friday and Saturday nights at 8:15.
"All’s Fair in Love and War"
is the title selected for two widely contrasting plays, Garcia Lorca’s "The Love of Don Perlimplin
and Belisa in lite Garden" and
Irwin Shaw’s "Bury the Dead."
Tickets will be available at the
College Theater Box Office beginning next Wednesday from 1
to 5 p.m. Admission is 50 cents.
Spanish playwright -poet Garcia
Lorca described "The Love of
Don Perlimplin" as an "erotic
lace patter valentine." Bill Hardy,
senior drama major, is directing
the Lorca work which he says is
a traaic-comedy and will be
staged in a surrealistic style.
Wesley Morgan, graduate student in drama, is directing "Bury
the Dead." The play concerns six
soldiers, killed in an unnamed
war, who refuse to lie down in
their common grave until the war
Is stopped. The play was first
produced in 1936.
Drama students will be handling all aspects of the production. Costumes for both plays will
be designed by Carol Brain:ski,
senior drama major, and lighting
will be designed by Dale Maggio,
graduate student in drama.
Major roles in "The Love of
Don Perlimplin" will be played
by Ken Perez, Beverly Mathis,
Michelle Getsla and Ka ron
Wright. In "Bury the Dead"
Douglas Morrisson, David Yinger,
Steve Wathen, Neal Newman,
Steve Flick, and Gary Voss head
the large cast.
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all the news Irian iirounit the V, .
,..
even let s
v’hit’s happara,ai
your own backyard.

was cluttered with too many marriages and romances and other
such items, and the producers
obviously decided to streamline
things a bit.

FOR
A
MINI-

SPEC6:ta ta PA HT A N
TRUM. The news is always breaking here
and at other
campuses. Ken
and Marilyn Tic
break with it.

Another bonus is the acting.
Itekim Fehmu, a newcomer, plays
the role of flax with just the
rieht amount of cold, bitter determination, lie is supposed to be
lovable but unable to love, and
lovable he is. If I were a man,
perhaps I wouldn’t be particularly impressed wih him in this
tie. but since things are as they
are . . .
The iest of the acting is also
pretty good. Ernest Borenine
plays the role of Fat Cat la misnomer if I ever saw one since he
is much thinner in this than in
Meliale’s Navy). Fat Cat is
flax’s nanny, so to speak, dedicated to the proposition that Dm
Will Stay Alive. He digs out his
Spanish accent and manages to
remain humble and devoted.
Sue Ann Daley, the yonne lady
rf wealth, is etched out by Candice Bergen in another of her
frenetic pet formances. Although
her role is rather small, she
makes her presence known.
The remainder of the cast is
alsa relatively unknown except
for Olivia de Havilland and Rosano Brazzi. These two superstars
of yesteryear are reduced to
plaving bit parts. But so go the
fortunes of men, I suppose.
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COUNTRY JOE AND THE FiSHThis prominent group will anpear along with many other
stars in on all cellege music festival, Saturday,
May 16, at Spartan Stadium. Other performers
include lice and T.na Turner, Canned Heat and

Albert King. Tickets for the concert are availJunior Colonly 25,000
tickets will be sold. The concert is being sponsored by the College Union Program Board.

Crest Select $7.95 $5.95
Spartan
$6.95 $5.95
Oneill Nut
Briar
$8.95 57.95

Television Review

With ASB card

’Bronson’ Doesn’t Make It
By RANDY MILLER
Day Entertainment Writer
"Then Came Bronson," a weekly
television
series,
features
Michael Parks as Bronson, a mellow, yet elusive character with
many talents, great generosity,
but very little to say.

AP.

ENTERTAINMENT
Friday, April 24, 1970

ntl’ARTJUN ItAILY-5

Duo-Pianists To Perform
Monday in Concert Hall
Associated Students will present a concert Monday, April 27,
at 8:15 p.m. in the Concert Hall
of the Music Building,
Patrick Meierotto, associate
Professor of music at SJS, his
wife Doris, former faculty member at SJS, and Raymond Nils-

numerous emu,. Is in the It,.
Area, including performances on
the Montalvo Summer Music
Festival and as soloists with the
Santa Clara Philharmonic Orchestra.
Mrs. Meiemtto received her
training at Northwestern Uni-

Try liolierta’s newest
pants - skirt, especially
o r bicycling around
anspis, Help save the
tir aid look great. too.
JUST $10.99
SIZES 3-13

Student Pipe Special

able at all Bay Area Colleges and
leges. Admisiion will be $3 and

Ilronson, on a ermlinuotrs bike
trip to nowhere in particular,
constantly solves the problems of
the people with whom he comes
into contact.
In Wednesday night’s show,
Bronson works on a ranch for a
mother and her daughter, who
for some strange reason, look the
same age. Both women try to
hustle this bike rider, but Bronson, not one to be tied down,
eludes the maneuvers of both.
However before he leaves, Bronson gives back to the mother the
feeling cf boiart a wcman. a feeling she had lost at the time of
her husband’s death.
In a past show, Bronson helped
a baseball pitcher recover his
winning streak. It seems this
pitchar gave a different body gesture befora throwing each ball,
and Bronson, with apparently no
baseball experience,
identifies
this weak spot, leading the pitcher back to a winning career.
In another show, Bronson helps
the wife of a jealous, yet aging
man who constantly endeavors to
recapture his youth.
With his seeminaly endless
talents and great generosity.
Bronscn finds very little to say
on the show. but I think he has
mastered his faint smile, his staring -into-nowhere look, and his
"yes" and "no" answer.
Take, for instance. Wednesday
night’s show where Bronson exhibits his vast knowledge of the
English larenciae. At one point
in the show, the rarther decides
go horsethat RitilSrl’l c’’ ’1, t
ii F- r’. Being her
back ri!lru,.
an decides to acemployee, B,
aul get out 01
cc:a h r
iale . ’
a
same time.
ride ends at a
meidence, she is
nalrit under her
’:ht one for him

45

350 brands tobacco
N. Ist1a 297-0463

Many Styles and
Use Your Bank Charge

k

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

nrst Capfist Church
2iid 8 San Antonio

Morning Worship
Evening Service
7 p
Co"ege Dept. (Spartan Tr -C)
Morning Seminar
9:4> a.sr.
Evenirg Forum
5:45

8:.S0 & 11

Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pa;ror
Barry Keiser.
Minister to Collegians

What can I say after such
Marlon 13rando
veloped an image through Ii.
unique delivery and massive appeal. I gusss Bronson is trying to
make it on his singing voice. You
didn’t know he sings too? Yes,
he sings three of four of the ,
background songs for the show.
I

a.m.

Meets at Tri.0 Bldg., 3rd 8, San Antonio
-rar-ra

performance?

...always yours with a Rolex Oyster Perpetual.
Self-winding, waterproof, with a completely

protected chronometer movement, the Oyster
Perpetual is designed for men of authority.

To be sure, Bronson is a mellow person, But, personally, I ,
think he has mellowed out a little
too much.

Stainless stel case with idlt geld
betel, 26 jewel chronometer move$210.141
.
ment

We Want You To Join Our Church
As An
Ordained Minister
And Have The Rank Of
DOCTO9 OF CIVINITY

Stainless steal case with I4K fluted
bezel, 30 jewel chronometer move..
$275 00
mato - "Datejust"

ROLEX
OYSTER PERPETUAL

0111 EASY PAYMENT PLAN
BOX
,. FREE LIFE CHURCH
c
4031, HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33023

307 Towne & Country Village
91 So. First St.
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PATRICK MEIEROTTO

IN

son,

a member of the San Francisco Opera Company and also
a former member of the SJS
music department, will be performing.
Nilsson will sing leider by
Brahms, Schubert, Strauss, and
Sjoeberg. He will also sing arias
from "Orfro" by Gluck, "The
Masked Ball." by Verdi, and
"Marmon" by Massenet. Accompanying Nilsson will be the Meierottos playing pianos.
The duo-pianists have played

.1:45 P.M.

DORIS MEIEROTTO

received

Gulliver is a folksinger (and a good one too)
and he’s appearing Friday and Saturday nights
at the Hyatt Cocktail Lounge. The Hyatt
Lounge. 1521 Meridian (near Hamilton). is
a warm and friendly place designed especially
Ii) meet the entertainment refreshment needs
of our college community.
This Saturday is SPARTAN NIGHT. so show
sour 1.5.B. Card and get a special treat. Don’t
forget. make plans now to stop by the Hyatt
Cocktail Lounge --- You’ll dig it!!

his training at the Syd-

ney Conservatorium, Sydney University, University of Londen, a fal
Brighton College in England.

1 I:00

III II LITURGY.

lil THE "GRAF SPREE."

AND COFFEE AT JONA’S

ADDRESS: STOPPING THE WAR.

upooditodc

WHO’S GULLIVER?

Nilsson a native of Australia

300 So. 10th

6:30 P.M. S t.Nnunitus

to
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CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER

AND FREEDOM Sol NI)

ING FORUM

Welch
aril & SAN ANTONIO I
Alliance Redwoods
soli 2534911
isai 411 so

ersity and the Juillard School
I BOTH
of Music as a student of Ernest
- Stod,itt Srtion
May
Itas.
an ilic
Hutcheson and James Friskin,
Patrick Meierotto holds degrees1,.Tfrom Colorado College and Ind:- :aliviatiatikkajakakiaukaiumak-amivanizaztjal
ana University where he studied
piano with Johana Harris, Max
Lanner, and Walter Robert.

THE CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION

A.M. WORSHIP AND FELLowsuw.
5:00 P.M. EnFEnovi MEAT. WITH A FREE CHI
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lams-
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Our Layaway Plea

Use

ern! flip *Epp

too. The lake seine is a classic for Bronson. Both of them are ir
the middle of the lake, supposedly treading water I although th
bodies don’t movel, and talking.
The woman says, "It’s so good I
to get away and feel like a woman again, not a mother." Bronson smiles faintly. She continues,
"I wish I knew what you were
thinking right now." Bronsor
says nothin. She concedes, "’
thank you for the way you make
me feel right now." Bronsar
says nothing and starts to so
into shore.

4,1
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Live Entertainment
FRI. & S.AT. EVES
9 P.M.- l A.M.
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members, will take on the Ni ’
Prunes in what promises to
titanic doubleheader of sof’!
action at south campus So 1131.1
The first game is scheitulad
2 p.m.
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HAPPY HOUR
Fine Diamonds
Watches and Jewelry

6:57 to 8:03 at
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ALL-AMERICANFormer AllAmerican water poloist Bit
Gerdts will lead a talent-laden
Spartan alumni contingent
against the current SJS varsity
tonight in the annual alumni
game in Spartan Pool.

Bonifas Hot,
Bowls 297
To a bowler, rolling a 300 game

is perfection.

a 297

Rolling

AMAZING
NATURAL

is

frustration.
Barry Bonifas, manager of ile
College Union games area, e,:perienced the frustration Moniti,%
night when he bowled a 297 in ti,
Spartan Classic Trio League. lie
is averaging 180.

JOE PIMENTEL

Booters, Water
Face Tough Elm
Over a dozen former AllAmericans awl a few aspiring
ones will take over the spring
sports Emellidit t. night and Saturday win n SJS’ soccer and
water polo teams c"hallenge form,,rtan athletes in ane: greal
naal !
,,,a’s varsity
Co:
water polo
matches the
71r711’’, ii 7:30
alumni toni:0,
vhile
.
p.m. in I ii.
\% III send
coach Julie
:14 a starhis boosters .,
at Lidded alumn. - .eeer team in
urday night
Spartan Stadia::
at 8 p.m.
Both contests ;ire free to SJS
students.
For the varsity soceermen, who

duelled to a 3-3 standoff with the
alumni in last season’s game,
their task this spring in an even
tougher assignment.
"The alumni are tougher this
year than they have ever been,"
Menendez offered. The former
Spartans have been working out
in a Sunday league and have
reached the championship round
of the State Amateur Cup.
But the Spartans will also have
their share of talent. Three-time
Mani
candidate
All-American
Hernandez leads of a greil . if
nine varsity returnees. Tina
t’
elude: Ilif TrfIndSVII I i
:’ ea back), Jim Si.
fullback ), Al P.0111’1.,!lit.,:
full I, Andre Ma reehal left-half-

Intramurals
Following an intramural lar.ird
meeting Tuesday, an attempt
will be made to organize a girls’
softball league if response is good,
according to Ed Sobezek, director of intramurals. Any girls interested should inquire at the
intramural office, MG 121.
Entry form due dates for the
remaining sports this term are:
coed volleyball, April 29; golf.
April :10; gymnastics, May 7 and
track, May 8.
One dollar green fee must be
paid at the time the golf entry
form is turned in.
In independent fast pitch softball action Wednesday, Hoop
Club’s 28-1 win over the Red
Horde highlighted action.
Other games saw Wolfpack
whip Maine, 11-2. Markham outscored Zig Zags, 10-6 and South.
side beat Da Fuzz. 6-1

game, Si,’
t,
In the
; ’Malden 8-7,
Charlatans
iii at gain«.
while Nosotr.,s w,,n
by 7-5 over The Farm.
Fraternity fast pitch action on
Tuesday saw SAE beat Pi Kappa
Alpha, 5-4 and Sigma Nu nip
DSP, 9-8.
TuesilaN’s forfeit wins went t,,
Fugs and Sigma Chi in slow pit’ I.
while Moulder scored a forfeit
win Wednesday.
In slow pitch action scheduled
for Monday, Reggie’s Raider.
meet Red Horde. F Troop take on ATO and Moulder meets
AFROTC.
Fast pitch games pit Red Horde
against Zig Zags, Hoop Club
versus Southside. Jocks meet
Markham, Da Fuzz takes on
The Farm, Nosolros play Charlatans, Moulder takes on Moose
and the %%Wrong< have a bye

,
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BY:
SHERATON
LABORATORIES
Naturally

Bonitas, who has been bowli7,
for 10 years, threw 11 strikes I,.
final ball, Adding to his frustration was the fact that he hie!
fore leaving three pins on tle
rolled three strikes at the end oi
the previous game, giving him a
total of 14 strikes in a row.
Bonifas claimed he wasn’t n.:.
volts until the last two balls, an’t
though missing the final
evf
NI, ’ ly inches, knew it wasn’t
go,
as soon as he let ;to
of the I all.

nipping for (.’2,cc,r-

Advertised)

trunks, 30-36.
Dive in for $9

NOW AT:
THE PLACE TO SAVE .
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Bantam Discount
92 So.1st
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back),
right
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Pinto I outside Pim-inlet and
,..enter-forwardi
,., ]1(i

(center-for-

V.

I a 111;tcicilcian will return
although he is technican alum. Additionally, Jim;
Bolanos will i
t,
’II
’
t 1td1 ,,1« and halfback.
tor polo varsity
t,,ugh competition
t.
.
;,’ atnnini tonight.
:
’ - !, ii by All-Am.<ees. Ed Sam- ,
Runnels. !
uels,
era tin the varsity
!. Armstrong, Richard
inclot,
Collin I I hi is Holt, Scott Mob- I
ley, I3oh Wilson, and Dave Han- !
sen.

"Latin American Actualities"
A Film Festival
Morris Dailey Aud.
Friday
I 1:30 am."Santas vs. Milan"
Soccer
12:30 pmIsle of Youth"
An experiment in Socialism in
the Isle of r ,es, Cuba
1:30 p.m.
"Historia de ova Batelle"
The literacy campaign in Cuba
2:30 p.m.
"Misoria en al Dorado"
A slid pra:cntation of Cho.
tha Church, the Alliance and
narrated in
the Oligarchy
person by Rc’-,erto Kafka
"Fidel"
5;00 p.m.
Sol Landau’s documentary . . .
Back by popular demand!
50c adoistion.
-
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together
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And we’ll get you together at the same time,
by trying to solve your problem of where to
go to buy your art, engineering, drafting, or
craft supplies, all under one roof. Somewhere
close... 107 E. San Fernando St.
Is that close enough to campus? Does a
student discount sound good? And if that
Isn’t enough, if there is any item you want but
don’t see, just ask one of us and we’ll
order it for you.

A4

$’

MICHAEL’S

Art,15t’S LI;,d

107 E. San Fernando St.
San Jose, Calif. 95113
(408) 286-8013
AIMN.=.-vvssom-

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

For The Best Looking

TERM PAPERS
rent a typewriter at
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EAT AT TICO’S
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IN GEAR
Market & Stockton and Stonestown
28 stores throughout California
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Spartan Title Hopes Fade
SJS earlier in the campaign,
coach Gene Menges’ crew mustered only six safeties, all singles.
in seeing its 1970 mark fall to
20-13.
Freshman Eris Sorensen threw
one-hit ball at the Bears for three
innings in a good relief role of
starter Gary Houston. now 3-2.
Bob Grover, who along with
Houston has been ineffective
after earlier season success, gave
up three tallies, including a
homerun, in the seventh to insure the Cal win.
Gary Cunningham continues as
the Spartan’s top hitter with a
mark of .323 (41 x 127). He also
leads or shares a part of the team
lead in hits (41), triples 21 and
stolen bases (24 of 28).
Tom Corder, along with Jay
Fike, were voted co-players of
the week by Menges, holds the
club leadership in doubles (6).
runs-batted-in (30), is third in
total hits (35) and runs scored
(18), and is batting .285, also
third best.
Scrappy Larry Lintz is second

There’s no rest for the weary,
but SJS’ baseball team is hopeful that a little rest and relaxation will prove beneficial when
the Spartans renew their fading
chances of a Pacific Coast Athletic Association championship
next Friday against the San
Diego State Aztecs.
The break in action couldn’t
have come at a better time. SJS
took it on the chin for the third
straight time last Tuesday against
Cal, 5-1, for the most consecutive
games lost this season.
A loss is a loss, but the two
previous ones, to California State
at Los Angeles In last Saturday’s
doubleheader, dropped SJS’ PCAA mark to 3-3. The Spartans
trail the Diablos (5-1) by two
games and are deadlocked with
Fresno State and Long Beach for
the ruzmer-up spot. Fresno and
Long Beach face each other today and Saturday in a threegame set while Santa Barbara
ploys at San Diego In a trio.
Against Cal, a 3-2 victim of
*

*

*

*

*

*

Statistics Story
AB
Gary Cunningham
Larry Lintz
Torn Corder
Mike Hazelhofer
Tom McLachlan
Al Arias
Raleigh Rhodes
Chris Guenther
George Hightower
Jim Kilburg
Barry Beringer
Gary Ghidinelli
Bob Grover
Mike Rusk
Jon Hennig
Mel Sigona
Gary Houston
Ron D’Aquisto
Jay Fike
Rich Fonzeno
Al Withol
Ed Fischer
Kris Sorensen
Team Totals

R H 2B 38
41 4 2
36 2 1
35 6 0
25 0 2
23 3 I
19 3 2
20 2 0
7 1 0
8 1 0
7 0 I
1 0 0
5 0 0
4 0 0
6 0 1
5 1 0
3 0 0
3 I 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
I 0 0
2 I 0
I 0 0
0 0 0

127 26
118 32
123 18
8
101
95 17
82 16
102 12
6
37
3
32
8
41
0
2
1
15
5
13
3
22
1
20
3
14
0
13
I
18
3
20
I
14
1
23
1
17
0
2

1053 168 259 26 10

Gridders Set
Scrimmage
SJS’ football team will hold
another full scrimmage tomorrow
In Spartan Stadium beginning at
10:30 a.m. in preparation for the
May 9 Gold-White Intrasquad
game.
This will be the Spartans’ third
Saturday scrimmage and head
coach Joe McMullen invites the
public to attend.
With most starting positions
still wide open, top individual
battles look to be between Al
Ghysels and Dan Johnson at tight
end, Butch Ellis and Calvin Lewis at split end, and Junior Pao
Pao and Bill Brown at middle
linebacker.
The quarterback slot is also
up for grabs with returning starter Ivan Lippi with the advantage

HR RBI Avg SB-A
1 19 .323 24-28
0 11 .305 16-19
5- 8
3 30 .285
I- 1
0 19 .248
I- 1
10 .242
1
8 .232 13-16
0
0- I
0 12 .196
1- 2
2 .189
0
1- 1
0
5 .250
4- 6
1 .171
0
0- 0
0 .500
0
2- 2
4 .333
0
0- 0
2 .308
0
0- 0
2 .273
0
I- I
2 .250
0
0- 0
1
1 .214
Ox 0
0
1 .231
I .167
0- 1
0
2 .200
0- 0
0
0- 0
0
2 .071
0
3 .087
0- I
I- I
0 .059
0
0- 0
0 .000
0
6 138

.246

69-88

SRS
(pass the word)

Sales, Rentals, Service

Student rates on Sales.
Rentals and Service.
Master Charge & First
National Cards honored.

HUNTER’S
71 E. San Fernando St.
8:30-5:30 daily & 9-4 Sat
Phone: 294-2091
000ceoccoosooccoom000ssecoor..

Looking for a
new car
for only $2009.

plus fan
& Itemise

You’ve come to
the right ad.
And when you come to Bob Himsl Volkswagen
you’ll find you came to the right dealership. We
are in touch with your needs.
You won’t get any run-around at our dealership.
We’re here to help you with Sales, Service, Leasing, Parts or just answering questions.
Come in and take a look. We think you’ll like
what you see.
And also what you don’t see.

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First Street
San Jose
286-8800

411.,..1kit le
SWAM
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McGrady, Evans
For Invitational Mect

in batting (.3051. hits 1361 and
leads with 32 runs scored.
Senior lefty Me sports a 1.511
earned -run-average and 2-0 mark
in PCAA play to lead Spartan
pitching statistics.
Freshman Mike Rusk 1-11 has
the other Spartan win in leagwi
action, a 4-2 decision.

c Evans and Martin Me Clad) have indicated they wIl
c,impete in what SJS coach Bud
Winter calls "the race of the
century" in the SJS Invitational
Nlay 2.
McGraily. the star of the 1970
indoor season, and Evans, formei
SJS captain and world ’venni
holder at 400 meters, will
at 440 yards.
McCrady defeated Evans :1
600 yards indoors in each of four
races in the indoor season.
"Last year and the year before
the 440 belonged to Lee Evans:
the year before it belonged ti.
Tommie Smith. It’s high time
Evans be blown off the map, says NIcGrady
It will he the second invita-

Bud Winter
Banquet Set
For May 1
A banquet honoring retirin
SJS track coach Bud Winter is
scheduled for Friday, May 1 at
Lou’s Village in San Jose.
Winter, who has been head
track mentor since 1940, will step
down at the end of the current
season. In his years at SJS, he
has made his Spartan teams a
perpetual national track ismer
Last year his squad hit the top,
winning the NCAA championship
Winter is recognized internationally as one of the world’s top
sprint coaches and has been one
of the main promoters of track
and field in the past years.
The banquet is scheduled to
begin at 7 p.m., with a no host
cocktail hour at 6 p.m.
Tickets can he purchased in the
Athletic Department Office or by
calling 286-7697. They are $5 per
person.
Many of the big names in track
and field, past and present, are
expected to attend

I’

Anrill4 11,1711

Who was
1,"
Omit! far Mc,
beaten 19, Ev.,ns in
tine, races
Evans
lit
hot nicir.cs since
at 440
ti ci rid
ai I 0
them.
_

JET LA to EV.iROPE
HALF FARE for children
on fiTglit 6-18/9-8
6-21/9-13
R.T. $299

6-18/9-8
R.T. $365
7-3/9-11
R.T. $299
9-4 ONE WAY
$139
Ask for free travel advice
Dr. M. French 12/31 272-8081
c.o Sierra Travel lee.
9875 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills 90212

Burrell ’s
KRIS SORENSEN

froth

011 e

mound hopeful

Anglo California
Travel Service
preseith

EUROPE
Ist Class Tours
San Jose to San Jose
15 days $584 22 days $744
29 days $944 Quality
accommodations and meals

Suite 209 4250 Williams Road, S.J.
Telephone: 257-2257 and 257-7110

I

Fish & Chaps
\1

11EN1’1C AS THE IJE\Dll \

Large Order Fish & Chips
$1.00
’alf Order
.65
Shrimp ’N’ Chips, 5 for $1.10, 7 for $1.50
Chips 25¢
Soft Drinks 20
Mon. & Thurs., 4 p.m. -9 p m ; Fri.-Sun., Nocn-10 p.m.
(Tues. & Wed. Gone
Fishinl
Phone Order
293-4259

Barrel!’s

South 1

I th & San Carlos (next to Speedee 7-11)

Friday, April /4 1970

II-SPARTAN DAILY

Spartaguide
TODAY
C.P. Second
01..i4, All ta
and Third levels. Silkscreens
from Cuba, Mola.s from San Bias
Islands, pre-Colombian ceramics,
contemporary Latin American
art, and textiles from Guatemala
in this Art F-xhibit.

of Managenweit (RAM), 6:30 to
9 p.m., GEM, N. First St. Car
rallye open to the first 250 cars.
$250 wfiti A.S. card. Trophies,
plaques, and prizes galore.
Friday Flicks, 7 and 10 p.m..
Morris Dailey. "The Dirty Dozen"
for 50 cents admission.

Spartaeunp, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Seventh Street. Sign-up for Spartacamp continues with 125 tickets
left. Cost for May 1-3 event is
$12.50 for meals, transportation
and lodging.
OLAS, 9:30 and 10 am., 3:30
p.m., CI’. Loma Prieta Room.
At 9:30: Dr. James O’Connor
leads panel on "A Need for a
Social Revolution in Latin America." At 10: Dr. Ferraresi, Stanford Univ., to show slides on the
art of Argentinian Puna. At 3:30:
Dr. Merreevey. E.C. Berkeley, to
lead panel on "Latin America
Today."

FacC: Seminar on Cosmic COGRelowsneies, 730 p.m., 1098 Chapman Ave. A Buddhist priest to
rap on Zen as a means to selftranscendence. For more information. phone 296-1298.

Zero Population Growth (ZPG)
C.U. Almaden It’ on:, 12:30 p.m.
Abortion initiative, Block Party,
and future activities to be dismissed.
ALAN, 5 p.m., Morris Dailey.
Sol Landau’s documentary film,
"Fidel," back by popular demand.
50 cent donation for admission.
Society for the Advaneenwnt

Psi Chl, 8 p.m., li 1.
Graduate Recital, 8:15 p.m.,
Concert Hall. To be given by
Mike Kambeitz.

OLAS, 8 p.m., C.U. In the Loma
Prieta Room: Dance to AfroCuban music, floor show, Argentinian folklore dances, a Flamenco group, and a Brazilian
guitarist for $1.50 at the door.
For more information, call 2947441. In the C.U. Pit on Ninth
Street: Five satirical plays by
"El Treatro de los Actos." Also,
rock music by Southern Fried.

Street. To benefit the Free Uni
versity of San Jose, all kinds o
booths, music, and pottery and
other stuff to be displayed.
Dance afterward in C.U. Ballroom, free.
Seminar on Meaning, 9:45 a.m.,
The New Wineskin. "The Reality
of Prayer" to be discussed.
SAACS, 12 to 6 p.m., Party for
Chemistry majors and minors.
For more information, go to DH
501.
Progressive Asian-Ainerican Coalition (PAAC), 2 p.m, PAAC office, Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth
Street.
3foile, 3, 6, and 9 p.m., Morris
’ ’The Taming of the
Shrew,’ with Richard Burton
and Elizabeth Taylor. Forty cent
admission at 3; 60 cents at 6 and
9 p.m.

$275

(415) 392-8513

E.,LEOTtalst- SPECIAL,
u-E

7 COLORS TO CHOOSE
1 00 COPIES $ 2.20
3"3 COPIES $ 5.45
500 COPIES $ 6.95
1000 COPIES $10.70

Campus Copy
\

EAR ff’ILLI AM ) 295-7778

4111111"1111116.

joriFit’vtil 4n) s
ENTERTAINMENT
FOLK SINGERS
Sid Clifford &Colette

Childs

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS
FROM

9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

DOI BLE-BUBBLE
HAPPY HOUR

4 TO 7 P.M. EVERY DAY

1

AUTOMOTIVE (21

Term Paper
Thesis

FOLK ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTLY IN TIIE BAR
The Finest in Eastern Angus Beef,
Broiled Australian Lobster,
and Gourmet Salad Bar

XEROX 3o
A COPY PLUS
5% OFF
make
\\iii, ill:, an
s

Dinner: Sunday through Thursday 6-11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 6-12 p.m.
Bar Open Until 2 a.m.

reser% ation to
coils theyis.

CAMPUS COPY
480 S. 10th ST.
295-7778

354 N. Santa Cruz AN p., Los Gatos. Phone 354-3350

DODGE POLARA 1966 - 80.000 Mi..
Body Condition Poor. 1966 Chrysler 383
.ngine. $300 offer. Gary Kelmenson, 525
S. 9th St. 287-4885.
TRADE ’65 VW for Guzzi V-7 or BMW
R.60. all or part depending on condition
call 377-5324.

SANTA CLARA

’63 VALIANT, 4 dr. sedan. 6 cyl.. 3 spd.
trans. Good condition. $250 or best
offer. 656.3928.

2110)
FACILITIES AVAILABLE

(corner of Highway

1966 PORSCHE Red; 4 Speed
259.4’30
fl

Erre’

FOR SALE 13/
SURPLUS - G.I. and COMMERCIAL
field jackets, pea coats, bell Lott, pants.
clothing, polyfoem, camping supplies,
hack packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY. 260 N. 1st St. Hours: 9-6. Closed
Sundays 787-3947
RECORD & TAPE SALEI I have connections with a wholesaler and can supply all the current LP records & tapes
at a 40’4, discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06: $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
sales are on a special order basis. Place
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
same week. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
mid. M.S. Call & place en order. 2980700: Ron - 12th St. it’s legit.
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots. Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats
Hippie Fashions: Furs. Leather Vest and
Hats. Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
3rd Hand Store, 375 E. Hedding be.
+weer, 8th & 9th Si. 293-4651.
3 SPEED MEN’S SCHWINN bicycle
Frcl. cond. - black. Call Rob evenings.
’95-9455.
MOSRITE solid body, fender reverb.
and Heath Kit fuzz tone - Call Mark
292-2851.
LARGEST IBM SELECTRIC Typewriter.
U-ed Only Once. Call 227-5150
- ..
.
VOX CONTINENTAL ORGAN ard
4-o. Good condition. $350/
m
sell! 287-9263 (Ken)
SURF’S UP
Hoiden Board, Exc.
s
W/S jacket, Rack. $55.00
2p -t -4Pc
GUITAR AMP. SUPRO 2-12" speakers.
Orig. price $250.
Wil se: irr $125 cash. Call 262-2183.
Ask for Rudy after 8 p.m.
CLASSICAL GUITAR with case. Excel.
Cond. $40 292.5513.
HELP WARTED 14)
SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending
route. Part or full time. Must have
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 cm, 297-4228.
INSIDE SALES - men, good salary.
Start today, 22 hrs. a week. Work until
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
1st St. Rm, 207.
THE DIRTY DOZEN Friday April 24.
Morris Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
PSYCH. MAJOR needed to assist in
research project. Phone 297-6146 or
ext. 2493 after 6 p.m. Ask for Dave.
MONEY motivated: Sales minded men
interested in fantastic future with one
of largest recreational land developers.
Call John Zevitas, sales director. Great
Lakes Development Co., Hayward, Calif.
1415) 582 6586.
NOW HIRING p.t. or full I. babysitters
& housekeepers, ref. 289-9466. Heather.
Ire Agencies.
GIRLS - ATTENTION. Various positions open in several depts. Order checking, Accts.. Sales, Gen’l Office, end
collections. All positions are for trainees.
Salary. Call 298-4479. 481 No. 1st St.
#27 San Jose,
PHONE WORK-Make appointments for
fraternal organization. Salary plus commission. Phone 298-1262,
ST. JAMES INFIRMARY now hiring
doormen, bartenders, waitresses and
kitchen help. Apply in person 390 Moffett Blvd. Mt. View. Over 21.

1 BDRM. to.n. apt. I blk. to campus.
5 1.70. 297.37E8.
------- UPPER DIV. girl wanted to share apt.
others for fall sem. Call 287-3481
Rm. 1217B or 1210 M -F after 7 p.m.
ROOMS for $58/mo. at State II, 155
So. I Ith-1/2 block from campus. Has
parking, party room, study room & living room.
ROOMS
campus.
room &
day. 155

FOR SUMMER I/2 block from
Has parking, party room, study
living room - all for $1.50/
So. 11th.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED I ..er
- Poo.. Sauna
2]
7 2 0864.
$43 7’
I-2FEMALES TO SHARE 3 bdrm. house
with 2 others. East foothills. $46.25/mo.
plus utiiities. Call 259.0647 after 6.
LARGE HO-USE - To six students male
or female - 3 bedrooms - two bath washer & dryer call Dave or Gene 287-4148. 542.50 per mo.
SUMMER APARTMENT FOR RENT. Furnished and Quiet. 3 months, June through
Auoust. $120 ’mo. Call 298-7827.

LOST AND FOUND 161
COUNTRY COTTAGE IN LOS ALTOS
HILLS 2 or 3 Semi -Straight Males aged
r. at
21 28 to share with one male. 20 min. to LOST: MALE POMERANIAN. I
San Carlos St. 6 mo. Lease. Like Country SJS Campus. Huge rewari. Cal. 293hying. Call Steve aft. 6. 356-4470.
2799.
3 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED (students only) to share furn, apt. with I
other. 37 So. 9th. I blk. from State.
Avail. May 1 & June I. $37/mo. 294- THE DIRTY DOZEN Friday April 24.
6684. Afternoon,
Morris Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
FURN. APTS. Suitable for 2 or 4 stu- SPARTAN NIGHT: This Sat. at Hyatt
dents. 292.2728. Near campus. Special Lounge, 1521 Meridian - You’ll Dig
it!
summer rates also.
PERSON WHO TOOK 2 drawings from
3 BDRM. co-op apt. for sale, backyd. Survival Fair: I need them desperately
wash/dryer, etc. cond., min. 1 child. for Grad School portfolio. Call 292-9775
Florence Ave. $131/mo. 259.3107.
or Survival Fair office. No questions
asked.
I MALE ROOMMATE to share 2 bdrm.
apt, upper div. Move in now! Royal GOD IS PERSONAL Day and night.
Lanai Apts. $175/mo. total. Call 259- Dial Peace of Mind, 294-3333. Have you
read the ’Hallelujah Times?’
5242.
FEMALES: 3 bdrm. 2 bath apt. for rent
for the summer. $135 a month. Call 295.6589.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for summer - help find apt., upper div. or
grad. Call Terry 298-7968.
ART STUDIO, or OFFICE w/darkroom,
1/2 blk. from SJS $50/mo. 48 S. 4th #8
or 287-7387.
2 FEMALE SUMMER ROOMMATES,
Prefer SJS students age 20-23. $33 ma.
rent. 2 bdrm. apt. 1/2 block from SJS
286-2245 427 So. 5th #4.
MALE - HOUSE, 5 bedrooms - share
with another. $46.67/mo. Cell 297-7497
642 So. 10th St.

PONT. ’63 CAT. 2 dr. Ht. Ps. Pb. 1525
VOLVO ’59 PV544 good cond. $250. Call
251.4080 eves. Thank you.
’66 MUSTANG 3 sod. 6. $1100 or make
offer. Phone 265-4358. ’63 RANCHERO
spd.
050 or make offer 265.4358,

1 Iiiiei4 linos
5 linos
6 fines
Add this
amount lor
each addi
tional line

an ad:

Throw days Four days

Classified Adv
Office - J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 - 1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4
in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.

Send

to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Make check out

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

Fly* days

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.10
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
-IOU3.40
3.90

2.50
1-.00
3.50
4.00

’so

.so

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
In Lost and Found (I)

Come to:

Na refunds on cancelled adis Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters .ind spaces for each Una)

One day

0 Announcements (1)
o Automotive (2)
FZI Fee Sale (3)

TRANSPORTATION 191

To Place

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CLASSIFIED RATES
Ninimiim
Three lines
One day

TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8074.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
cree Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 251
2598.
-"GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle
Factory Mfg. major and small appliances
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
Street. S.F. 94111,
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$38.
450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900,
AUTO INSURANCE as low as 9109 per
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
and other quality beverages et home.
Malt products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
STOCKTON. 2-6 p.m. 287-0370.
STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
Call Esche’s. 251-2598.
PRoFEsSIoiAC PHOTOGRAPHY Wedding & parties, passports & portraits. S+eve Bergman. 246-3747. Near
Valley Fair.

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
one way-5289 round trip. Japan, $350.
Contact Prof. Mage, 293-1033.
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISCOUNTS available to holders of the
international student identity card. For
SERVICES 181
info, regarding travel discounts and purchase of card, CONTACT: International
AUTO INSURANCE -- Annual Liability Student Club of America, 11687 See
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., Calif.90049.
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr. (2(3) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Toll 241-3900.
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (4151 1143
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Ac 1857.
curate. Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phone
244-6581.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fast.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. Aslanian-298-4104.
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone vet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall. 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-23013.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric
Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V
Barker, 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395, San Jose.

mopeL

’66 VW Bug. Engine good condition.
$900 or best offer. Call 289.8829 after
5 p.m. Weekdays.

Fr

Members of Spears have contributed to the college and the
community in many ways. Some
projects that have been undertaken in the past are: ushering
at various events; serving as Official hostesses for the College
Union; conducting tours of the
campus; aiding in blood and food
drives for the community; and
holding sales of lost and found
clothing not recovered by the
owner, In order to establish an
emergency loan fund for women

*Sirloin

VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
MALE ROOMMATE to share 2 bdrm.
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
apt. )w,’POOL) with one z+1,-. Must
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292-3768.
see to appreciate. $75/mo. C
2921667.
1961 PORSCHE Super Coupe. Recent
complete engine overhaul. Paint, upholstory in great shape. 377-8525 after 5.
’63 VW - Very dependable. Low mileage. Must sell immediately. Tom Hoffman. 294-2927 after 8 p.m.
*MA
’64 TR-4. Wire wheels. Mich. tires, radio, reconditioned top. Excel. throughout. $950. 298-1781.
VW ’62 new rebuilt motor. Sunroof, FM/
AM radio, very good tires. Porsche seats.
$575. 287-5771.
’65 CHEVELLE CONV., 4 spd., 327,
Synch, fairly new tires, needs some work.
$750 or best offer. See at 485 E. Reed
after 8 p.m.
1969 KAWASAKI 90 TR. Dirt Bike, 62
Tooth sprocket, exp. chem., comp. rel.
fork brace, Filtron breather. Exc, cond.
street equip. also. $400 or best offer.
R Williams 377-8209 morn or evenings.
’69 DATSUN 1600 Sports. Excel. cond. 5
good fires. 15,000 miles. 52200-firm.
Call 353-2767
’69 HONDA 90 SCRAMBLER. Red,’
white. Exc. cord. Low mileage. Grad
student needs S. Make offer. Call 2866852 mornings (Jim).
67 MUSTANG. Must sell. V.8, AT., PS..
items. Chrome Wheels, take over payments & $300. 265-1993.
HOUSING IS)
’67 350 cc BRIDGESTONE GTR. 2.000
miles on all now engine, trans. tires, etc. FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now takFast! Like new. Best offer over $450. ing applic. for summer & 411. VERY
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
287.3896 after 6 p.m.
470 So. II th St.
’61 VOLVO 544 - New pistons & cerb.
-Ova job. Make offer. 374-0972 after 3 WANTED: MATURE MALE NONAtt
SMOKER ROOMMATE tolerant of clesiSO
sical music and rent strikes. Person stay’56 FORD. Good transportation! Good ing through summer end next fall decondition. Asking $100 or best offer. sired. Call Jay or Jerry at 287-0985.
Call 295-2624 after 500 p.m.
YOU E501’5 WILL FiNP (TA LOT EASIER To DRAW
MALE ROOMMATE needed for Fall
IF YOU WILL STEP 5ACK FROM\ T)-I’
A 131T:a
’69 YAMAHA, best offer. Call 289.8675. Sew. 470 So. 11th. must contact before
66 HONDA Sport 90 - Excellent. $170 May 25th Ph. 286.4926.
-os. Coll 293-3090,

5403 Stevens Creek Blvd.

MEETING AND B ANQI

Gl’A
Any cools mte.ling
requirement, and having between
12-29 units of completed work.
are invited to apply for membership in Spartan Spears at the office of Student Activities and
Services, Adm. 242, by Friday.
May 1.

SA TURDA Y

$135

ti,

Ale you a freshman coed with
at least one semester behind you,
and a 2.7 overall CPA?
If so, you are eligible to fill
some vacancies next fall in Spartan Spears, SJS sophomore women’s honorary and service organization.

Oro%

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Spartan Orlossel, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., PER 101, A&B. IntercolleANNOUNCEMENTS DI
giate volleyball tourney with 20
teams. Admission free to all col- YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 730.
9:30 eve. 70 Hawthorne We, S.J. 286lege students
5487. Sri E. Alexandrou.
Seminar on Pollution, 9 a.m. to
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
Why Walk When
5 p.m., College Union. Sponsored students and licensed pilots. Four airYou Can Fly’/
by the Society for the Advance- craft, low membership fees & monthly
ment of Management (SAM), the dues. Cert. flight instructors avail. 246.
I.
Charter Flights
theme and topic of discussion 248
RALLYE, START - STANFORD
will be "Is Legal Pollution Killing CAR
OAKLAND TO LONDON
SHOPPING Center (Palo Alto) SaturUs?"
ONE WAY
day, April 25. by SPORTIN’ LIFE Association, entry $3.00. Any car and beginners
Arab Students’
anyIranian Students’ Association, 10 welcome. This fun rallye will start
time between 6 and 9 p.m.
a.m., S 142. Seminar on "ImperiOakland to
alism in the Middle East and the THE DIRTY DOZEN Friday April 24.
Morris Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
LON DON-AMSTERDAM
Strug,(le of the Palestinian PeoEUROPE -di:ikRTER FLIGHTS. Several
ROUNDTRIP
ple." All interested are invited.
summer flights $270/5325 - roundtrip,
China Site, 8 p.m., Morris Dai- $150 - one-way. Coordinator: Profes.
ley. Peking opera, Korean dance, sor Frank Peal. 247 Roycroff. Long
Kong fu demonstration, and much Beach 90803. 438-2179.
For complete flight schedule
San
more. Soul dance in Women’s TONIGHT! - CAR RALLYE by
phone
Jose Touring Club: a high -quality event
Gym afterwards. All free to the designed with extreme care with the En.
campus community.
ginner in mind. Dash Plaques to All. C- .
OR WRITE
Donee. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., CU. $3.00/car. Start: El Camino and Se- ’,e.
Ballroom. South Bay Experimen- tonic, in Los Altos: Take 101 North 1,{
rUPIARTFIt FlI
on San Antonio. Reg. Bfwn 6.9.
99; ’)1 %RIO ’ -1
tal Flash and Day and Night Roy 289-8816 287.7458.
fqN
I1 1. 9SIOI
Blues Band to play. Sponsored by
STUDENT parking. Day s qhr schedule
Sigma Chi, admission is $1.
month. Night students $4 NAME
to campus. Limited amt. ava:lable.
SUNDAY
5359.
STPEET
OF THE SHREW TAMING
Multi-Media Pleasure Faire,
(’TTY 9, 7lP
April 26 MORRIS DAILEY. 3 p.m. a ’
All day from 12 noon, Seventh
& 9 p.m. 60c.
SOIN’N WHEELS 11 open car rn
April 24, starting at GEM on No I.
Req. 6:30-9:00 p.m. $2.50 w/ASB
Trophies, car plaques, prizes go Co
E.G. Alco, Paramount Imports have con
tributed.
URITE OR TYPE AN AD FOR
THE INNERMOST LIMITS OF PURE
FUN - a surfing experience - San
YOI.R FAVORITE CANDIDATE.
Jose April 24. Jay McCabe Hall 7:15
and 9:15 o.m. Santa Cruz Civic Aud.
XEROX 311. LTIPLE COPIES
April 25 7:15 and 9:15 p.m. A GEORGE
WHILE YOU WAIT.
GREENOUGH FILM.

I

Spartan Spears Seek
Frosh Coed Members

(7)
o Personals
Services (I)

O Traesportelles (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed IS $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Meese allow 2 days after placing for ad te appear.

Days

